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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
The treatMent and mistreatment of old people is a widely discussed
and debated topic in our nation today.

People ·have become increasingly

-aware of the frightening extent to \vhich .mil 'lions of older Jl.mericans
-are victimized and deprived of their right and ability to function
normn11 y in soc ·i ety. . r,1any ·e1der1 y re 1y so 1e 1} on a soci a1 security

-

income, wh i ch may not be sufficient to cover basic expenses.

In the

:-f uture social security mc.y not even be avai1ab.l e for elderly people.

Inflation tends to eat away at elderly's savings and
is not always desirable.

~ffordable

housing

Last of all, elderly may be deprived of their

right to function norma1ly in soc1ety because they tend to be stereotyped.

Part of the increa.sed emphasis on the p·robl ems of the elderly

may

be att1·ibuted to the rapidly increasing numbers of elderly people

in the United States.

A decline in mortality rates due to medical

advances has led to an increase in the proportion of elderly in the
-cpopulat ion U'iorris and t.J-inter, 1978).,
~lmost

Persons age 65 and over have

doubled in pro portion to the rest of the population since 1930

(Bild and Havighurst, 1976).

Presently there are over 22 million

persons age 55 or o1der, a figure expected to double in the next
40 years (Salmon and Salmon, 1978).
·Impc-rtd.nce of Hcusing for the E'i der 1y

A major a rea of recen t interrst to the elderly is housing.

One
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of the reasons ·housing has become a major concern is because housing
represents much more than a physical structure in our society.

Housing

is a subject of high1y charged emotional content with many strong
feelings attached.

The hdusing environment seems to have

con~iderable

control over the way in which individuals perceive themselves and over
others perception of them.
The design of buildings can have an important effect on the persons
:who live and move around' in them.

Lieberman, Tobin and Slover's (1971)

research implies that environmental characteristics may be more salient
factors

~1

social-psychological adjustment then personal factors.

· study of psychiatric patients, characteristics of the

In a

post-dis~harge

environment were found to predict adjustment better than the predischarge personal characteristics such as coping style, mood ahd
activity pattern.

One's physical setting can be expected to evoke a

range of behaviors

~those

variations could be studied as a function not

of physical pa rameters but of those complex social and psyc hological
·determinants that are rooted in all human activities and relationships
(Hartman, 1975) .
\\'hilc the environment influences all people the ·special vulnera-

bility of the aged has been expressed by Lawton and Simon (1968).
Elder·ly have incr·eased sensitivity to their environment because of often

l ·imited mobil ·ity which usually leads to spending more time in their

immediate surroundings (Duffy ar.d Weinstein, 1978).
As a whole, recent literature in environment and aging has given
m~ch

support to the idea that the environmental circumsta nces of the

older pel·son rr,ay bear a cr i tical relati onshi p t o t t-: eir well-being in

3

many areas (Lawton, Broody, Turner-Massesy, 1978).

These areas

include ·the physica1, the psychological and tre social.
The many needs of older people in relation to housing must be
considered .

Housing designed for the

ag~d

should provide the best

possible environment for individuals in later years, a physical and
social environment that extends the time during which the elderly
can

li~e

independently.

The physical surrounding should provide

-safety and conveuience plus st·ir.1ulate a zest for life .
. Before solving the housing problems of the aged population,
there must be a comprehensive under·star1ing of the characteristics
of human performance of elderly and their needs by governmental

.agencies, the buiiding industry and families.

Widely accepted

housing desi gn decisions for the elderly will be possible

o~ly

when

such kno.wledge and understanding is attained (Jones and Catlin, 1978).
Statement of the Problem
In the United States there has been experimentation _with a
·variety of housing alternatives for the elderly.

A few of these

options are high rises, retirement communities, nursing homes,
hospitals, and various types of public housing.

been limited research on the

~ffects

So far there has

of these residences on the

elderly (Duffy and Weinstein, 1978).
Information en the effects of housing on the e 1der 1y

··to be critical at this
housing, \"then it is not

purpose

wou~d

stage~

kno~m

\'IOU 1 d

seem

Investing large amounts of money in
whether the ·units are fulfilling their

seem to be a great mistake.

If present units are fcund
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not to be meeting elderly housing needs, the problems and alternatives
for thei-r solution should be explored before large nuTilbers are built.
One area of special concern is public housing for the elderly.
About t\<Jo-fifths of all

pub~ic

holds) are elderly individuals.

housing residents (or" 1,200,000 houseTherefore, public housing is a major

housing alternative for elderly (Hartman, 1975).

Building subsidized housing units so the elderly can enjoy the
greatest possible amount .of safety, comfort, il,dependence and producSince no simple genera .lizations

tivity is an ·important consideration.
~bout

the elderly are valid, input from the elderlY themselves is

important if future housing provisions are to meet

th~

needs of the

people and allo'IJ inc!ependent living to the extent possible for each
person (Lindamood and Hanna, 1979} .

The researcher chose to examine

one of the housing alternatives for the

~ged,

federally subsidized

housing, to identify the extent to which it presently meets elderly

individual's physical needs.
· ·Objectives of The

Re~-~~!:~h .

The purpose of the rasearch was to critique some of the physical
characteristics a·r subsid ·izE:d hoasing designed particularly for the

elderly .
1o

More

specifically~

the objectives of

~he

study were to:

Ident-ify from literature certain physicai standards of

subsid!z2d hcu.;;ing for the elde"'ly considered critical to
-~heir

2..

well-being.

Determine the extent to which elderly subsidized housing meets

the physical standards identified in the literature review.

5

3.

Determine elderly resident•s satisfaction with the physical
characteristics of their subsidized housing.

4.

Investigate the ir.f'luence of seiccted perscnai chat'acteristics
on housing satisfaction.

5.

Ascertain the relationship between physical standards and
the housing

satisf~ction

of elderly residents.

Definitions
Elderly- Persons late in life; the group of persons who are considered
old; anyone over 55 years of age (Morris and Winter, 1978).
Subsidized housing- Federally funded programs administered at the
local level that aid the construction and operation of housing

-units for 1ow-income families through paying the cost of debt
retiren~nt

and other costs (Morris and Winter, 1978).

Housing units- A struct~re containing multiple family dwellings in
which each housing space is used by only one family.

The only

common facilities a.re laundry and possibly recl'eational areas.
Hou;;;ing Sat:isfaction

Question•~ aire

- A data gathering instrument

developed by the researcher to measure elderly satisfaction
with · physical aspects of their living environment.

·Housing Standards Questionnaire - An instrument developed
rest~c rcher

by the

to evn l uate some of the phys i ca 1 aspects of e 1derl y

subsidized housing units.
HUO - United States Department of Housing and Urban Development.
agency which
and

ha~ci1es

non-s~bsidized.

government housing programs, both

An

subsid~zed
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The focus of the 1iterature reviev1 was subsidized housing fer the
elderly.

~!hile very 1 ittle

con~iderable

research has been ·done in this area, a

amount of non-research material exists and was reviewed

for this chapter.

Undet~standing

the housing needs and problems of

--:the elderly populati.on i's aided by a knowledge of aging in general.
For this reason the literature revie\'t
the aging process.

b~gins

with a brief section en

A brief section on federal programs through which

elrlerly housing is subsidized has been included to help clarify
sources of rental assistance.
·The · ~jng Proces~

As a person ages, many physical and psychological changes occur .

...Generally, an individual gradually loses physical skills and capabilities and becomes less able to perfor·m routine daily tasks,
·- lim·itations on the mobility of elderly persons may vary from slight

loss of agility to complete dependence on a wheel cha i r .
-'losses in physiological abilities may be attributed
events.
c_

to

Some of the

psychological

For example, a sudden disruption, such as an accident or

death of a spouse could precipitate a deficiency or imbalar:e caused
by an aspect of the environment (r~orris and Hinter, 1978).

Aging has definite effects on the senses of the individual,

.including sight, hearing, smelling, touch ·and physical mobility.
Decline in the sense of sight frequently occurs with advancing years.
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Poor eyesight is often accompanied by the inability to adapt from light
to dark .and dark to light (Salmon and Salmon, 1978).

Sight losses in

older people often require higher intensities of light for them to
obtain the same degree of .visRbility as younger persons (Weston, 1949;
Guth, Eastman and McNe1is, 1956).

Perception of sound decreases as age increases.

This may mean a

·tone adjustment on door bells and alert systems in places where elderly
resideo

Another ada_ptioti for sound in the eldt.!r1y person•s living
-

·environment is insul.ation for prevention of sound transmission since

.many older people talk loudly or need higher volume fr-om television nr

radio.

Good insulation \vould benefit tho5e who live in close proximity

(Salmon and Salmon, 1978).
Decline in the sense of smell also occurs with agi_ng and could be
hazardous to the elderly in being able

~o

detect gas fumes or smoke.

Due to the loss of this sense, automatic fire alarm systems and automatic shut-offs should be provided on all gas equipment (Salmon and
.Salmon, 1978).

The thermal environment is also important to the comfort and
health of elderly people.
by

Extreme temper·atures are poorly tolerated

older people (Govers 1938).

Elderly individuais are vulnerable to

accidental hypothermia, a drop in body temperature that could be fatal.

It is also known that elderly individuals have poor circulation and
· -:therefore become colder quicker than younge:" individuals.

The

temperature perceived by elderly not on1y depends on the degree of .
warmth~

but also on air movement, humidity, and the balance betvJeen

the individual

1

S

heat production and heat loss (Yaglou, 1927).

3

The sense of touch becomes less acute for aged so they tend to be
more subject to burns.

Therefore, hot water pipes should be covered

with an insulating material and hot water heaters should be

s~t

at

110 degrees Fahrenheit (Salmon and Sulmon, 1978; American Public Health

Association, 1953).
Elderly individuals are more accident prone due to a lessened
neuromuscular capacity.

Factors associated with lessened muscular

.str·ength and proper -sensitivity, which cause falling and slipping, are
confusion, staggering, tremors, hesitation, fainting and blackouts.
t-Jhen comr·1red to young peopl e, the aged have an increased need for

more environmental· protective devices such as non-slip floors, grab
bars, and low risers on steps (White House Conference on Aging, 1971).
The physical

enviro ~ment~l

characteristics are all the more

since elderly are more envil·onmenta·i-bound

~nan

im~ortant

younger· persons (Duffy

and Weinstein, 1978).
Physical problem:, such as a loss of

senses~

result in a decline

in abi"lity to care for oneself and maintain an independen t household.
A loss of physical

i n depend~nce

nay cause deficiencies i n housing and

neighborhood conditions that would not occur for independent, mobile
individuals . ·As independence declines, t here is n tendency in elderly
tc think about moving out of their present home to a different dwelling
with added features that meet their irnmediate needs U·1orris and Winter,
197'8}.

Design Considerations in Housing the Elderly
The

literat~re

on the effects of physical design variables in

9

residential settir.gs for· the elde!'lY has a short history (Duffy and
Weinstein, 1978).
~oing

However, a

s~tisfactory

dwelling for anyone under-

physical changes should have adequate space, be safe, comfortable

and convenient.

These arc basic essentials for all dwellings.

are some spetial provisions in the housing design and other

There

aspect~

of

the environment which are important for the elderly individual to compensate for deficits associated with aging (White House Conference on
Aging, 1971).

Specific design features for housing the aged are usually broken

into categories on general criteria, bedroom, bathroom, and kitchen.
The criteria in each of these areas are identified below and have been
pooled fr·om a varie!y of sources (Carp, 1966; Goldsmith, 1967; Hiatt,
1978; Kira, 1960; La¥Jton and Cohen, 1974; Lembeck and Puskar, 1972;

Lindamood and Hanna, 1979; Morris and Winter, 1978; Salmon and Salmon,
1978; Tucker, Combs and Woolrich, 1975; White House Conference on
Aging, 1971; Zeise1 and Demos, 1977) .

General Criteria

1 ..

Small, compact unit.

2o

Fireproof construction with fire alarms.

3.,

No

4~

Temperature of 80 deg rees Fahrenheit.

5.

Cheerful colors.

6.

Large amount of lighting .

7.

Sufficient number of switches .

8.

Change in textures of material s to show ele vation

stairs~

changes and turn s

~n

corr i dors .
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9.
10.

No slippery surfaces or scatter rugs.
Vinyl asbestos, unglazed tile, cork or thin

\<Jall-tc-'A~all

carpeting as floor materials.
11.

Three foot ·wide door openings.

12.

Window sill heights no mofe thah 30 inches high.

Bedroom criteria
1.

Minimum clearance on three sides of bed of 18 inches,
le·a~~t

-with at

five feet at one side of bed for a

.-.;heelcha ir ..

2K

Room for large bedside table to ho1d

3.

Dire~t

4.

Buzzer near the

.~edicines,

etc.

access to bathroom.
bed ~

Bathroom criteria
lo

Grab bars one inch in dia.met•"?r s2cur·e1y fastened.

2.

Toilet installed 20 inches from floor; located near
tub for resting.

3.

Bench in the shower.

4.

Minimum 36 inch square shower with a very low curb.

5..

Sink, shower or bathtub with thermostatic controls.

60 · Sink 36 inches from the flcor.

7 ..

Lever rather than knob type faucet handles.

Kitchen criteria
1.

ShallovJ

sink set in 32 inch high cour; t er.

2.

Wall-oven door is 30 inches from floor.

3.

Built-in r3nge in 32 inch high

4.

Range contro1s in front of the range,

cab~n At.

11

5 • . Staggered burners to reduce hazards from reaching
across burners.
6.

Cabinets with drawers that roll out on ball bearings.

7~

Lazy susans · in corner cabinets.

8.

Avoid storage space ·in very high or loH space.

9.

Avoid sharp corners.
f

Social and

Psycholo~lica l

Response to Envir"onment

The response of the elderly to _their physical environment is just
as important to planners and bui1d€rs as are the special design
. features to accommodate age changes.

Ho\" e1derly people behave, h0\'1

satisfied they are with their housing, and even their self-imaac, is
conditioned to a .signif;cant extent by the dwellings they occupy.

The

physical environment, if properly designed, can foster personal motivation and social interact ion

(Gero~tological ·

Society, 1969).

Loneliness or lack of social interaction has been frequently
'·mentioned in the iiterature as the ma j or P.roblem of the elder·ly.

Havighurst (1974) ha; 1denti f i ed as sociation with

age as one of the

de ~~1 opmental

tas ks of old age.

~ricnds

of the same

Othe rs have noted

the impor-tance of being <:lose to fr·iends and relatives, particularly

among e1der1y

\!Jith

limited

the desire to maintain

niobil·~ ty.

indepe~dence

l\n

a:ditional consideration is

while needing contact with others.

Sheldon (1956} was one of the first to suggest that loneliness was a
factor in the rate of physical and mental health deterioration of the
elderly.
Specia ·1 ized multiple un ·it complexes offer a major advantage in
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the physical prox·imity they provide and the resulting opportunity for
interaction.

Some researchers have found that congregate housing for

the elderly has resulted in an increase in social interaction (Lawton,
i969; Rosow, 1967).

of social

in~eraction

Carp's (1966) study showed that the total amount
increased directly as the number of older people

in the environment increased.
Leisure time has been identified as a problem for elderly indi,yiduais iiving c.lone .(Out ·Reach, 1977).

i1u1tiple unit facilities also

have considerable potential for alleviating this problem by including
recreational fdcilities in common

gath~ring

places.

According to

· Brody (l978), the opportunity for socialization undoubtedly adds to

.the tenant's security and well - being.
One ·matter which is all too frequently overlooked is the older
person's need for privacy (Birren and Schaire, 1977).

Although older

individuals need and enjoy social interaction, they also have a right

to some privacy.

Carp (1966) suggests the need for elderly to maintain

control over the extent of their relationships with others.

Lawton's

(1970) research revealed that t he more highly organized and the more

services provided within a housing complex, the larger the number of
encounters the residents are likely to have.
enunciate why living

environ~ents

These research findings

should be designed

a~d

managed so

occupants can ha ve some time alone.
Duffy and Weinstein !s (1978) study investigated u series of specific design factors in public housing for elderly such as type of house,

floor level, number o-f bedrooms, length of corridor and distance to elevator.

The effe ct s of these facto r s on a ser i es of dependen t measures,
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such as engagement, morale, and health, were examined.
Several of the physical environmental variables were significantly
related to dependent meascres.

Pc~ition

on corridor was found to be

important in that persons 1 ivi ng at the e;:ds of ccrri dors v1ere s i gni-

ficantly higher in morale than those living in middle sections of
corridors.

Also persons who lived closer -to elevators

\~ere

signifi-

cantly nearer to their close friends than persons more distant from
eleva tors.

This sugg.ests· 'the importance of el evator·s as centers and

facilitators of soci·al congregation.

Corridor· type was found to be

significantly related to social 1 ifespace; persons· 1 iv·ing on a short
corridor revealed a greater amount of social interaction than those
- ~n

long corridorse

These findings suggest that

.c haracteristics significantly affect

~he

physi~al

environmental

\AJell-being of older peo-p le.

-Specially designed housing is only .part of the answer.

In the

physical sense, housing is like a therapeutic device, but can have only

limited effectiveness when used alone and without the proper socio'l ogiccl and psychological
· ~ould

environment~

Well-adjusted elderly persons

easily lose their state of well-being without help in maintaining

..effectiveness in everyd2.y activities.
important

role~

Housing accommodations play an

but should not be considered as an end.

Kira (1960)

states that housing needs to be thought of in a broader sense of the
total environment, but that such an idea has been given little
- ·consideration.

·Meeting Elder 1 y I_ndi vi d_ua 1s • .Hous i nq Needs

There has been a notable lack of housing options that would fill

·3 ,.Jr. q' rv o ,)
~

·1

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNlVL.(SfTY

t;~~:·~_:.:~Y
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in the gap between the independence of living in one's own home and
institutional care (Brody, Kleban and Liebowitz, 1975).

Since the mid-

dle 1960's the public has been widely ale1·ted to the problem of lack of
options through the mass media, especially television and newspapers.
Response to the problem at the federal level has mainly been the subsidizing of housing to the point that at some periods in time, up to half
~ of

all federally subsidized new construction has been for the aged.

Unfortunately, tho se · responsible· for designing and constructing the
much needed housing often did not have information about preferences and
needs of the elderly, partly because of inavailability from lack of
_· research.

As a result some of the housing that was built ·had severe

limitations for the population

i~

was intended to serve.

For example,

elderly housing projects have been used as a device for integrating
n~igh~orhoods

with that objective

the elderly.

In the 1960's cities were threatened with cutbacks in

ta~ing

priority over all needs of

federal funds if hous ing projects were not sited to achieve integration
(La~non,

NewcGmer and Byerts,

1976) ~

--- with respect to io\1-income groups, many programs and policies have
-worked

counter to national housing objectives.

For exampl e, Housing and

Urban Development administrative restrictions in Section 236 are limiting.

Overall project costs, including land and site improvement is

estimated at $2,400 per room.
,.~ money

Building anything with this amount of

requires sacrificing site selection and building type.

The result

is often a poot" location for lo\v-income housing (Lawton, Ne'tJcomer and
Byerts, 1976).

Not only are the units built in the slums but their

distribution bears no relati onship t o the older people living in an
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area (White House Conference on Aging, 1971).
Housing assistance or allowance to the individual renter is viewed
as the probab 1e major' type of assistance in the future.

private-market housing
subsidy.

waul~

The ro 1e of

be maximized in the form of housing

"Emerging too are provisions that allow ·local housing author-

ities, using the 1937 Housing Act, Section 23 to contract with private
owners for the leasing of units to individuals and families meeting the
criteria for pub·l ic" (Lawton, Newcomer and Byerts, 1976).

Any success-

ful · housing program needs to insure that mechanisms are available for

matching people with needed housing.
The Development of Subsidized Housing
The

oldest and

public housing .

l~rgest

housing assistance program for the pqor is

Low rent housing originated with the U.S. Housing Act

of 1937 and was started as an anti-depression measure to stimulate
employment.

The federal government and local housing authorities were

responsible for all areas of developing and operating the project under
the 1937 Act.

The government was to supply the amounts needed to

amortize the full capital costs of the projects.
wer·e used tc <.:over the operati n2 costs..

original act hove authorized
of operating sunsidies to

adc!iti~nal

mee~

Tenant re nta1 costs

Recent amendments to the

federal payments in the form

deficits caused by the statutory

limitations on tenant rent and by
(Department of Housing dnd Urban

in~reasing

Development~

operating costs
1974).

Several significant changes have occurred in subsidized ho using
since its 1937 inceptior. . . In 1965, local housing authorities v1ere
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permitted to lease private units which were sublet to public housing
tenants.

The next modification in subsidized housing authorized local

housing authorities tc purchase a housing project which was built by
an independent developer. ·Also in 1967, the Department of Housing and
Urban Development developed a progran1 to

additional annual

provid~

contributions to amortize the cost of modernizing older subsidized
housing projects.

Another change in the low rent housing program took

place in 1969 when

th~

rent ·a family paid for a subsidized housing unit
-

was limited to 25 percent of its annual adjusted income, no matter how
low that income was (Depc.l"tment of Housing and Urban D€velopment, 1974).
Approximately one million subsidized housing units were occupied
by more than three million people by the end of 1971.

At this time

the cost of the services for individuals provided by public hqusing
units was roughly $2.3 billion.

Of the _total cost, only 26 percent

- was paid by the tenants with federal

a ~d

local governments paying

t~e

remaini.ng 74 percent (Department of Housing and Urban Development,
1974} ~
~ Building

undertaking.

and operating housing for low-income elderly is a huge
The public housing program as a whole has produced

nearly 1.2 million housing units (Hartman, 1975).

In 1975, 1,151,000

units operated at an annual subsidy of about 5850 per unit, not
including an operating subsidy of an additional $400 per unit.
Projections for 1977 were more than 294,000 additiona l units ready
for occupancy and 800,000 units approved for·

constr~1ction

and

rehabilitation (Levitan, 1976).
Of th2 fa milies t hat moved in these

~ublic

ho using units in 1975,
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more than two-thirds had no one 'tlorking.
families were headed

by

A quarter to a thir·d of the

an elderly person.

The median income for all

the families was about $3,350, with each family paying a median annual

rent of $660 (Levitan, 1976).
The acceptance of public housing projects has been very low.

For

many residents and outsiders there is a stigma attached to living in
subsidized housing.

Even though millions of dollars are spent each

year on building quality subsidized housing units, the stigma still
exists (Morris and Winter, 1978) .
.Types of Subsidized

H ous~ng

for

th~~Elder1y

The Department of Housing and Urban Development provides a variety

of subsidized housing programs for the elderly.

Major

s~bsidy

programs

assist by:

of

1.

Helping to pay for the production

2.

Reducing the interest rates on home loans, either through

housing~

direct payments to private 'lenders cr by direct loans, from
the government.
3.

Increasing the amount of money households have for housing.

4e

Providing rental assistance.

Direct subsidy housing programs include public housing,

loans, low-cost

mortages~

low~income

low-cost home improvement leans, direct pay-

ments to landlords, and the housing portion of welfare .
Housing subsidy programs have been authorized through a variety of
means.

Direct rental subsidy programs for the c:lder1y are Section 202

of the Housir.g and Community

Development

Act of 1959, Sect·ion 202/8 of
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the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, Section 231 of the
Ho~sing . Act

of 1959, Section 236 E of the Housing and Urban Development

Act of 1968, Public Hous ·ing, and Section 8 of the Housing and
Development Act of 1974.

Co~munity

Each of the programs will be briefly

discussed.
Section 202, Housing Act of 1959.

Eligible occupants are farni1ies

which consist of two or more persons with the head or spouse being 62
years of age or over 6r handicapped.

A single person living alone who

is ·62 years of age or over is also elig·i ble.
~n

Types of housing included

this program are rental or cooperati ves with related facilities for

the elderly or handicapped .

New construction or rehabilitation,

alteration conversion or improvement of existing structures can be
subsidized under the program.

This program provides low-interest loans

to developers of rentals or cooperative housing for elderly.

To be

eligible to participate in the Section 202 program, income must not
exceed 80 percent cf the national median income.
Section 202/8, Hou3i!:,9 . and

Co;-nmunity

Development Act of 1974.

This

program has the same guidelines foi e1igible occupant as Section 202,
with the same income stipulations prevailing.

Funds are for new con-

struction or substanticl r£::,abi litation rental and cooperative .housing.
Const·r ucti on may be financed by businesses or nonprofit g:-oups.

··section 231, Housing Act of 1959 . . This program provides housing
for elderly and handicapped.
eight or

rrtOi"e

New or rehabilitated rental pro: ects of

units designed fer the elderly or handictip ped

canoe
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funded under this program.
Section 236 E, Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968.
is provided for lower income families or individuals 62 years
older or handicapped.

Housing
o~

age or

New or substantially rehabilitated rental or

cooperative housing of five or more units can be funded by this

program~

_lncome 1 imits for this program are basi ca 11y the same as the others.
·· puhlic Housi_ng

A~;thority, · Housing

Act .of 1937.

This is the major

,. .v ehicle for direct federal assistance in helping improve the housing
situation of low income hcuseholds.

Eligible occupants are families,

:handicapped or elderly, who cannot afford to pay enough to cause private
enterprise in their area to build an adequate supply of decent, safe
and sani tat..y housing.

Types of housing funded are newly const-r ucted,

substantially rehabilitated and existing rental housing.

Income limits

-are fixed by the Public Housing Authority ·and approved by the secretary

of HUD.
·· section 8, Housing and Community · Development Act of 1974.

Housing

alternatives are provided for low-income families, eldet,ly and handi-

capped whose incomes do not

exceed

80 percent of the median income.

Existing housing, substantial rehabilitation and new construction can
be funded by this program.

Congregate housing with common eating

· facilities may be used for the elderly and handicapped.
· ·Eva 1ua ti en of Plan ned Pub 1 i c _!i_g_us i n_g_

Little systematic, scientific research has ceen conducted in the

area of elderly subsidized housing.

Data have been

acc~mu1ated

and
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reported ;'elat"ive to number and characteristics of housing units and
residents but qualitative factors remain largely uninvestigated.
Carp (1966) studied resident satisfaction levels at Victoria Plaza
in San Antonio, one of the first public housing environments built
explicitly for older people.

He found higher levels of sat·i sfaction

. among peop 1e who had been accepted in pub 1-i c housing than among those
who had app 1 i ed for admi ss·; on to the comp 1ex, but had not been acceptt!d .

.Data was collected prior t6 ·the move and one year after residents had
-lived there.

Elderly were equal in housing satisfaction before the

-'move but those still living in private housing one

yea~·

later wer-e

less satisfied.
La\'/ton and Cohen (1 97 4} conducted a 1ongi tud ina 1 study o'f the
impact of age-segregated housing units.

Data were collected froni two

·· groups of elderly, one group planning to move to

age-segr~gated

and the other group from the surrounding community.
collected from both groups a year after the move.

units,

Data \<Jere then
Results showed

that tenants in age-segregated units showed a decline in functional
~ealth.

However, the residents of the age-segregated housing scored

higher on housing

satisfaction~

Other studies have not supported the findings of Carp (1966) and
. lawton and Cohen (1974).

Bell (1976) hypothesized that there would be

higher levels of interaction among residents of c.ge-segregated d\·Jellings

than among residents of what he termed independer.t dwellings.

The

greater amount of interaction would be reflected in higher deyrees of
1i fe sa ti sfact ion in congregate dwe 11 i ngs.

Not on 1y \'.'ere ther·e no

differences in interaction, but residents of independent housing had
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higher life satisfaction than those in congregate housing.
Evidence of feelings contrary to those found by Carp (1966) is
apparent in other locations.

St. Louis' huge Pruitt-Igoe project of

over 5,000 units built in 1954 for low income people, has been completely abandoned and partially razed.

Poor design and location, bad

management and exclusive occupancy for the poor have been cited as
factors contributing to the failure of the St. Louis project, as well
as similar unsuccessful ho·using projects for the elderly.

Herbers

(1970). describes some of the abhorent conditions in the Pruitt-Igoe
project.
Robbers, burglars, narcotics pushers, and street gangs roamed
at will through the buildings. Anarchy prevailed. Windows
~re broken faster than they could be replaced.
The steam pipes were not covered and children were seriously ·
burned. People fell out of windows or walked onto elevator
shafts to their deaths.
Last winter, with wi ndows out~ pipes froze and broke on some
of t he top floors, sending streams of water through the
buildings and forming gl ac i ers on the stairs.
Tenants moved out as
some who were payin g
-vacancy ra t e climbed
became more scarce.

soon as they could find any place to go,
th e minimum $20 a month rent. The
even as housing for black families
(p. 48) .

A lack of consideration for resident needs in some subsidized

housing projects for the elderly has become apparent through descripticns of ex i sting unfavorabl e conditions.

The surrounding

~nv i ronment

has also been enunciated as a source of resident dissatisfaction and
apathy (Hartman, 1975) .

The viabil ~ty of subsidized housing as an

alternative for housing the elderly depends not only on the extent
to which

expr~ ·f in:enta 'i

evidence is uti 1i zed but a i so on t he conduct
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of further research and application of the subsequent findings.
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Chapter 3

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of the sttidy was to evaluate subsidized housing for
the elderly.

The evaluation involved assessment of housing satisfaction

and measurement of the extent to which specific housing units met

certain physical standards . All instrumentation was developed and
~dministered by

the researcher.

Evaluativ~

information was obtained

using two questionnaires entitled "The Housing Satisfaction Questionnaire11 a.·:d "The Hous ·ing Standards Questionnaire''.

The Housing Satis·-

faction Questionnaire measured satisftiction with subsidized housing
while the Housing Standards Questiom1aire evaluated the physical
aspects of the apartment v.ni ts.

by \'lhi ch the study

Questionnaire

~'las

This chapter·

desc~.. ;

bes t/·1e procedures

plan ned and executed.,.

Develop~ent

A search for available instruments whi.ch 'wvou1d solicit the

infonnation needed revealed that no appropriate instruments were
available .

Questionnaire construction then emerged as a major step

in the research.

Two questionnaires were developed, the first of 'tihich was the
Housing Standards Questionnaire.

Numerous books, journals, and

research articles were examined for statements relative to standards
for elderly housing.

There was some disagreement among sour·ces but

if the majority of sources agreed \vith a specific criteria, t he
standard was included in the questionnaire .

When there was a small
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difference in measurements an average was used.
Originally standards were extracted for the kitchen, bathroom,
lighting, doors and general design features.

The resulting large

number of standards were deemed unmanageable for adaption into a
usable questionnaire and the decision

~ras

made to narrow the project

to critique only exterior, general interior design, and electrical
features of the . apartments.

Standa)..ds relative to these areas were

organized and convert.ed i nto an appropriate and consistent format to
form the Hou s ing Standards Questionnaire.

The completed instrument

contained 99 items organized into the three areas of exterinr, general
design, and electrical features.
divided into subsets.

Each of the areas or sets was further

The number of subsets within each set necessarily

differed according to the number of
included.

releva ~t

concepts that needed to be

For example, the exterior set contained only the three sub-

sets of garage/parking, apartment location and lot but the
addressed ten topics deemed

pe~ti nen t

inter~or

t o the indoor environment.

set

The

Housi _ng Standards Questfonnaire was designed for use only by the
,researcher in obtaining an independent evaluation of the extent to
which a subsidized housing unit met the specified hous i ng standards.
The Housing Sta ndards Questionnair€1 \-..ras used to develop the

Housing Satisfaction Questionnaire, although each item was examined
a~d

alte r ed as needed to elicit a response on degree of satis f action.

For example, the items on apartment location specified standard

distances on the Housing Standards Questionnaire, but on the satis-

faction ·instrument was conf·ined to asking only if the re spondent was
satisfied with the ex i sti ng distances.

The same

n u ~ ber

of sets and
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subsets were used for both questionnaires.

More items were needed in

the Housing Standards Questionnaire to insure inclusion ·Of specific
standards.
Thr"ee sets and 16 subsets are found in both questio.nnaires.
three sets dealt with the
lighting.

apartment~s exterior~

The

interior, and electrical/

The exterior set contained the three subsets of garage/

parking, apartment location, and lot.
interior set were

minimu~ · ipace

The 10 subsets included in the

standards, floor coverings, temperature

-control, steps, safety devices, and storage.

The final set of

electrical/lighting dealt lfJith the three subsets of sw·itches, lighting, ..
and wi ndovJs.
Ten questions on subjects personal background

were develo ped to be administered

wit~

ch~racteristics

the Housing Satisfaction ·Ques-

tionnaire . These questions were intended to serve as a source of
independent

va~iables.

Items included were conjectured to have a

possible relationship to satisfaction.
Various methods of scoring were discussed with the consulting
statistician.

The consultant recommended a zero to five scale as

best for statistical analysis.
for both instruments.

The same scoring procedure was used

In the Housing Standards Questionnair·e, possible

responses and correspor,di ng scur·!ng were:

0 - situation does not apply
1 - situation does not exist
2 - situction only

s1~ghtly

exists

3 • situation pGrtially exists
4 - situation exists alBost perfectly
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5 - situation exists perfectly.

Re$ponse alternatives and method of scoring for the Housing Satisfaction
Questionnaire were:
0 - the situation

do~s

not apply

1

the individual is very unsatisfied

2

the individual is unsatisfied

3

the individual is partially satisfied

4 - the individual is satisfied
~
..,

- the individual is very satisfied.

. Field Testing

Instruments we r e pre-tested at a federally subsidized housing
complex containing 24 ·apartments in a small rura·! community in South

Dakota.

The community was chosen because of its convenient location.

The pre-test site was the only subsidized housing complex for the
elderly in the community.

The manager in the field test site apartments was contacted by
-~elephone

.a greed

t o solicit cooperation in the reseat·ch project.

The manager

to help by infoming the elderly residents about the research

and their role, should they agree to participate.
·The researcher contacted 10 elderly persons by going to every
other door in the

comp~ex.

Tre 10 individuals were interviewed to

determine t he degree Jf satisfaction with their housi ng.
were also

critiq~ed

by

The apartments

the researcher using the Hous i ng Standards

Questionnaire.
The preu·test revealed that only a felt/ minor changes needed to be
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made in the instruments.

One demographic question was changed from

"What is the approximate number of friends or relatives .you have living
in this at"'ea?" to "Do most of your friends 1 ive within 5, 25, 50, or
100 plus miles? 11

An item ·on buzzers or emergency buttons \'-Jas added

to both questionnait·es.

Pre-testing revealed that insulation of pipes

was not a criteria for elderly housing, but rather one for wheelchair
There~ore,

handicapped persons.
- ~uestionnaires.

The. last

that item \'ras removed from both

~orrection

made was that of adding a space

for additional conments after each subset.

The corrected instruments

appear in Appendix 1.

One satisfaction questionnaire was completed per apartment.

Only

one Hous ·ing Standards Questionnaire \1/as r.ompleted for the entire complex
since all the apartments in the complex were structurally identical.
Admi ni ster·ing the questi 0!1 ~i a ire took 30 to 45 minutes depending
on the amount of time elderly reminisced.
answering a question the researcher

If elderly had difficulty

rep~rased

it.

At times an element

of judgment on the researcher's part may have entered in due to non·~comni

tta 1

re~ponses

from elderly.

The researcher took note not only

of the e1derly s .verbal response to the questions, but also their tone
1

of voice and facial expressions.

·sample Selection
Sample selection was complicated by a variety of factors and

sampling procedures were altered many times before arriving at the
final selection scheme.

Initially a cluster sampiing techni que was to

be used with South Dakota.federally subsidized housing for the elderly
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and the elderly residents as the population.

A complete listing of

all subsidized housing in South Dakota was sought from the regional
division of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

in Denver, Colorado4

Developme~t

office

No tqmplete listing was received after repeated

attempts over a four-month period. ·
The South Dakota Housing Development P.uthcrity (SDHDA) in Pierre,
South Dakota, was contacted to obtain a total listing of South Dakota
subsidized housing. ·. Aga .in, the information was not available and the

researcher was advised that unless the study was limited to a small
ge_o graphic area of the state, no listing of public housing for elder;y
-_could be made available by anyone in the state.

recommendation from the Housing

~1anagement

decision was made to limit the study

~o

Based on a strong

Officer of the SDHDA, the

a single county.

cSrown County, South Dakota, was chosen as the site for obtaining
the sample because of county characteristics and its conveni·ence to .
the researcher in collecting the

data ~

Brown County is located in

--the northeastern part of South Dakota. and has 15 to\-Jns.

.population of the county is 37,446.

The total

Data was obtained from the three

to\'lns of Hecla, Groton,. c.nd Aberdeen with populations of 400, 2,000
and 25,000,
. one~half

respectively~

to 10 years.

The complexes ranged in age from one and

At the time of data collection only six

complexes for the elderly

exist~d

in Brown

County~

A11 six of these

complexes were inciuded in the study.
The research2r chose

t~

evaluate only one-bedroom apartments

though some comp'lexes contained efficiency and

t~·:o-tedroo::l

apartments.

Alternatives and/or additional items wnuld have been needed to evaluate
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the d·i ffercnt types of apartr;1ents in these complexes.

For example,

minimum ·space standards would differ depending on the number of bedrooms per apartment.
question~aires

The revised

viduals (65 years and over).
by the

inte~~viewer.

Six

were administered to 75 elderly indi-

A11 questionnaires were administered

diffel~ent

complexes were included in the

sample; ho\'tever, seven different types of apartments were evaluated
because one complex ·had t \·io different types of one-bedroom apartments.
Sampling in the two largest complexes was done by putting all
apartmen·:: nuiiibers ·in a hat and dra¥1ing cut 25 for each apartment.
Hov1evers every apartment was approached in the smaller complexes.

In

both the large and small complexes, elderly that were not home were
omitted from the sample.
~1ost

apartments had a manager living i!l the complex.

Managers who

lived in the complexes were 65 years old or over and qualified to be

living in elderly public housing.
Apar·tme nts
~onditioning

diffe ~ed

in the safety devices, \'ihether or not air

was avail able, floor plans; amount of space per apartment

and number of steps.

Other differences noted were amount of storage,

wi nd~~Js, floor coverings, and surrounding environment of complexes.

The six HUD programs which subsidize rent for elderly housing

were explained

i~

Chapter Two.

In the county used to select the sample,

·rentals were funded by only tvto of the six programs, Public Housing and
Section 202/8 of the Housing and Comfi1unity Development Act of 1974.
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Data Collection and Analyses
All data were collected by the researcher during May 1980.

The

Hou$ing Satisfaction Questionnaire was completed by 75 elderly individuals and the Housing Standards Questionnaire was completed for seven
different apartment units.
Prob 1ems . encountered by the researcher de a1t vri th finding and

persuading the managers to cooperate with the research project.

The

list of managers' names obtained from the South Dakota Housing
Authority was incorrect, i dent i fyir;g many owners rather than managers.
Some owners Viere very ha•·d to 1ocate. ·One of the · managers contacted
did not want to participate in the project, but decided to leave the
decision of participation up to the elderly residents.
The majority of elderly Nere very happy to answer the questionnaire.

Individuals who were hesitant or skeptical about completing

the questionnaire were not pressured to participate.
Frequent statistical consultation wa s received throughout the
study.

Data were analyzed to obtain tota1 mean satisfaction score,

mean satisfa:tion scor·e by complex, and tctal mean ho us ing

score.

Col~relational

analysis examined the

housing satisfaction and housing standards.

relations~ip

st~ndards

between

Multiple linear regression

was used to determine extent of contribution of various subsets to
housing satisfaction .

Analysis of variance .was used to test the

statistical significance of the hypotheses.

Data were ana1yzed through

the use of the South Dakota State University Computer Center.
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!!Ypotheses
The following nuli hypotheses were developed to be tested and
evaluated.
1Q

There is no significant relationship between building
characteristics and satisfaction of residents.

2.

There is no significant relationship between housing satisfact~on

and the length of time one has lived in the unit.

3. There is no sfgnificant relationship between housing sa tisfaction and whether or not one lives alone.

4. There is no significant relationship

bet~Jeen·

housing sa tis .·

faction and reason for moving i-nto subsidized housing.

5. There is no sign·i ficant relationship bet\-Jee_n housing sat isfaction and having friends
6.

~ithin

walking distance.

There is no significant relati.onship between housing sat is-

faction and distance from friends or relatives.

1. There is no significant relationship bet\·/een housing sat isfaction and distance from previous home.
8.

There is no significant relationship between housing

satis~

faction and the type of comnunity lived in most of one's life.

9.

There is no significant relationship between housing satisfaction and pr€vious apartment living experience.

10.. There is no significant relationship between housing
satisfact·ion and number of times one has moved.

11. There is no significant relationship between housing
satisfaction and having access to a car.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of the study was to investigate the extent to which
elderly persons were satisfied with the subsidized housing in which
they lived.

Additional evidence on personal background and physical

characteristics of elderly subsidized housing was collected and
analyzed for their r.elati'onship to satisfaction.

The follovJing

chapter desc r ibes the findings obtained from analysis of the data
and a

di~cussion

Descrj~i on

of those findings.

of t he Sample

Seventy-five eldet·ly indiv ·idual s 1iving in subsidized housing
units served as the sample for the study.

Each was personally inter-

viewed to insure completion of the Housing Standards Questionnaire
and the Ho using Satisfac t ion Questionnaire.
attached t o the Housing Satisfaction

Ten questions were

Quest~onnaire

to enable a

-description of the sample and to serve as a source of independent
variables in testing the hypotheses.

A summary of th e background

information obta i ned through these questions is shown in Table 1.
· Since most of the living units investigated were relatively new,
the finding t hat almost half nf the 75 elderly individuals i nterviewed
had lived in public housing for two years or less was expected.

Over

75 percent of those interviewed had lived in subsidized housing for
five years or less.
or more years .

Only four persons had a residence tenure of 10

Many of thes2 elderly had waited

y~ars

to get into
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Table 1

A·Summary of the Demographic Data Obtained from 75 Elderly
· Residents of Public Housing in Bro\'-Jn County, South Dakota
Background Variable

Number

Length of time lived in present unit
1-2 years
3-5 years
5-10 years
10+ years

Percent

41
16

54.6

14
4

18.6

Live alone
yes
no

58
17

77.3
22.6

:Reason for moving into present housing
health
finances
convenience
combination
other

24
24
5
9
13

32.0
32.0
6.6
12.0
17.3

Friends within walking distance
yes

72

21.3
5.3

•.!

no

3

Distance from friends
5 miles
25 miles
50 miles
100+ miles
Oi sta nee from prev·i OL!S
1-10 miles·

57
5
2

11
d~~e 11

76.0
6.6
2.6
14.6

i ng
46

5

11-25 miles
26-50 miles
51+ miles
Type of community

96.0
4.0

8

16

61 .3
6.6
10.6
21 .3

lived in for most of life

farm
small town (up to 2,500)
large town (2,500-25,000)
small city (25,001-100,000)
suburbs of large city (over 100,000)
large inner city (over 100,000}

14
29
15

13
3
1

18.6
38.6
20.0
17.3
4.0
1 .3
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Table 1 cont.
Background Variable
Previous apartment dwelling
yes
ntJ

Number

Percent

44
31

58.6
41.3

35
25

15

20.0
46.6
33.3

4-1
34

54.6
45.3

Number of times moved during one's life
1-3
4-6
7+

Drive a car
yes
no
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the apartments . and the complexes still had long waiting lists.
findings are indicative of the great need for

mo!~e

These

elderly housing in

the United States, especially in small towns.
Elderly individuals often tend to be left alone due to earlier
deaths of other family members.

The finding that over half of the

elderly subjects were living alone was consistent with that information.

However, use of only one-bedroom apartments in the sampling

process could have contributed to this finding .
. Health and finances were the major reasons given for moving into
an

apart~~nt

with each of these variables accounting fer nearly one-

fourth of the samplea

The elderly who chose a combination of reasons

for moving usually stated health and finances as the two reasons.
Reasons given in the "other'' category, a choice giving opportunity
to state a reason, were to be closer to relatives, condemning of
past housing, desire to get out of the city to retire, inability to
maintain previous dwe1iing and death of spouse.
Ninety-six percent of the elderly in tbis sample had good friends
within

\~alking

distance..

In talking \1/ith the subjects, many commented

on new friends made within the same housing complex after moving into
it.

A little over three-fourths of the elderly had most of their

.

friends within five miles of the complex.

This finding implies that

if elderlv did move from a distant tovJn

conununity they already had

...

ol~

friends or made friends in the new locale.

The big problem of loneli-

ness among the elderly cited in the literature review would not seem
to be applicable to the majority of the subjects in this sample.
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From visiting

~lith

elderly the researcher found that the majority

of the aged had moved within 50 miles or less from their previous home.
Subsequently, finding that mast peop 1e had 1 i ved in sma 11

to~r.ns

for

most of their lives with .large towns and fams following, respectively,
was not surprising considering the types of communities which are
dominant in South Dakota.
Almost half of the elderly subjects had moved between four to six
times in their 1ives with one-third having moved
in -their life.

mor~

than seven times

This finding seems cont_rary to the notion that high

rnobi 1 i ty is a trend of on 1y the past t· ro or three dec2ldes, a i though
kno\'Ji ng \"/hen the moves occt.:rrcd might confirm the obser·ved trend.
A second characteristic that was somewhat surprising was that the

majority of those intervieNed had previously lived in an apartment.
Apar·tment 1 iving is often viewed as a contemporary housing- alternative.
Most of the elderly people questioned drove a car.

However,

those who did not drive reported that friends and neighbors provided
transportation

as

needed.

Of the 75 elderly interviewed the majority were very happy to
take time to
had

\-'las

ans\~er

keeping the

a questi anna ire.
s~bjects

The one prob 1em the researcher

'on the track."

1

ta 1k at 1ength about past exper·i ences.

~1any

seemed eager to

The researcher a 1so found

that several of the subjects were not at home.

Neighbors informed

the researcher that these aged were in hospitals, nursing homes,
visiting relatives or doing volunteer work.
Indi vi dua 1s frequently commented on the·i r concern for safety.
In forr.1a 1 comments

revea 1 ed that most

aged never ~Jent

out at

night
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or walked any distance at all.

Many older people kept track of their

ne·i ghbors to make sure they were safe.

Severa 1 persons expressed

concern about falling in their apartments.

A number of elderly felt

that these apartments we·r e one of the nicest places they had ever
lived and that the prices \•/ere very reasonable, yet \'rould not be
able to afford more.

Elderly seemed to adjust well to their sur-

roundings, but felt they were forced to do so because alternatives
were lacking.
Many of the subjects complained of being lonesome which was not
consistent with the finding that most had friends
pr·oximity .

~ithin

close

At the same time many expressed a hesitan.cy or refusal

to visit neighbors, participate in the

seniot~ citize~

or attend other specific functions for the elderly.

center activities,
One of the com-

plexes had a common recreation room whiGh seemed to pull elderly out
of their apartments.

The recreation room consisted of some card

tables, a few chairs in a group, a stereo, and the mailboxes.

A

general meeting grounds seemed t o provide a positive setting for

those aged that wanted to get out of their apartments but did not
want to spend hours visiting neighbors.

Subjects \·Jould exchange

daily news and get acquainted with other elderly people.
·Housing Satisfaction
Satisfaction scores \•Jere obtained fr·om an 83-item questionnaire
entitled The Housing Satisfaction Questionnaire.H The questions
11

were ot'ganized into three sets relcting t'J exterior, i!"!teri or and
electrical/lighting.

Each of the thrEe sets was further

div~Jed

into
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16 subsets within the questionnaire.

Those subsets were parking,

apartment location, lot, space standards, floor covering, temperature
control, steps, doors, floor plan, telephone, locks, safety devices,
storage,

outlets/switche~~

lighting and windcws.

Each question had

a possible score range of zero to five with five representing a

response of very satisfied,

and

four, three, t\-JO, one

cating, respectively, satisfied, partially satisfied,
very unsatisfied, and does not apply.

and

zero ind·i-

u~satisfied,

The complete questionnaire can

be found in Appendix 1.
Desctiotion o_f Scores by Cor.tplex.

Questionnaires \vere adminis-

tered in seven complexes and scores were initially analyzed by complex
set and subset for descriptive purposes.
complex varied.

The number of subjects per

Table 2 shows mean scores on the total housing satis-

faction questionnaire according to complex. - As the data indicate,
Tespondents' scor·es in each of the seven complexes clustered around

a score of three or partially satisfied1

Though sorr:e variation was

evident, no complex mean satisfaction score reached the

satisf~ed,

or very satisfied category and none of the means drop ped to the
unsatisfied category.

Analysis of variance revealed that the differ-

ences in the total mean satisfaction score by complex was significant
(p

< .01).
Calculation of the complex item mean scores for the three sets

indicated the 1east 0verall satisfaction with the exterior aspects
of the apartment and the most with electrical/lighting.
dtfference bet'tteen high and

10\1

The greatest

mean scores was found in set two,
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Table 2
·Set and iota.1 Item Mean Satisfaction Scores by ·complex

Complex

N

Exterior

Interior

Electrical

Total

Complex 1

20

3.15

3.11

3.55

3.23

Complex 2

10

3.09

3.47

3.43

3.39

.Complex 3

20

2.95

3.24

3. 51

3.26

Complex 4

10

'2.62

2.88

3.20

2.91

Complex 5

5

2.77

2.73

3.36

2.90

Complex 6

5

2.80

3.43

3.26

3.27

Compiex 7

5

2.95

3.12

3.55

3.20

2.96

3.16

3.45

3.19

Total ~1ean
Set Score
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interior, with a range of .74.

The lowest mean range was .35 on

electrical/lighting or set three.

Mean scores for each complex on

each of the three sets are found in Table 2.
Visual analysis of the mean subset scores by
shows that subjects were most

sati~fied

compl~x

in Table 3

with outlets/switches and

least satisfied with floor coverings.

There was considerable varia-

tion in the range of scores from a

for steps to 3.00 for floor

covering.

~08

Scores on floor coverings were extremely low in

co~plexes

·without carpeting. ·Greater continuity of scores was found in the
subsets steps, doors, locks, safety devices, outlets/switches, and
windows.

Scores in these subsets wer e

consiste~tly

between the

satisfied (3.0} or very satisfied (4.0} l evels .
Only three of the apartment

comp~exes

examined had steps.

Professionals rec cr.:r.te nd no steps in housing for the elderly.

However,

the mean satisfaction score of t he subjects in apartments with stairways was relatively high . This finding might be due to the fact that
elderly who could not climb steps 'ltould never move into a housing
complex with that characteristic .
Mean item scores \':ere examined separately (see Appendix 3) for
each of the 83 items.

Elderly were most satisfied with height,

number and location of electrical switches/outlets, and width of
the doors.

Scores on height and location of temperature control

buttons also showed high satisfaction.
greater than 4.0.

All of the above items rated

Items obtaining the lowest satisfaction scores

were sidev1alks leading to parking, lighting of exterior , carpeting
provided, and the distance parking was from the apartment.

All of

Table 3
· Set and Subset Item

Set and subset name

-,--

r~ean

2

Satisfaction Score by Complex

~

~OmQ1ex ~um5er

4

5

6

7

Mean

2.80
3.06
2.43
3.70

2.95
2.75
3.43
3.55

2.96
2.75
3.61
3.60

3.12
3.85
3.70
3.63
3.83
3.80
3.27
3.70
3;60
3.40

3.16
3.82
2.38
3.70
3.72
3.81
3.59
3.38
3.91
3.45
3.25

3.55
4.00
3.28
3.37

3 .4·5
4.00
2.72
3.49

Exteri ot'
Parking
Apartment location
Lot

3.15
2.52
4. 2'1
3,91

3.09
3.00
3.55
3.40

2.95
2.54
3.78
3.76

2.62
2.29
2.85

2.77
3.00
2.87
3.60

Interior
Space standards
Floor coverings
Temperature control
Steps
Doors
Floor plan
Telephone/buzzer

3.11
3.85
3. '15
3.63
Of·-!A
3.93
3.75
3.45
3.94
3.64
2.78

3.47
4.00
0.90
3.43
3.75
3.61
3.80
3.10
3.88
3.25
3.60

3.24
4.00
3.45
3.92

2.88
3.70
1 .20
3.77

2.73
3.05
0.70
3.77

DNA

DNA ·

DNA

3.85
3.85
3.88
. 3.99
3.43
3.78

3.82
3.33
3.03
3.83

3.50
2.73
2.67
.3.90

3.55
4. 10
2.80

3.43
3.91
2.76
3.50

3. 51
4.01
2.82
3.59

Locks

Safety devices

Stot'age

Electrical/lighting
Outl ets/st>~i tches
Lighting
Hi ndmvs

3.61

3.17

~

3.15

3.45

2.80

3.30

3.43
3,60
0.70
3.60
3.67
3.83
2.73
3.20
~- .00
3.70
3. '10

3.20
3.90
2.22
. 3. 31 .

3.36
4.00
2.88
3.17

3.26
4.00
2.20
3.40

DNA

.:::a.
--.1
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the above items scored less than 2.0.

Informal comments revealed that

the safety of the exterior lighting and distance of parking from the
apartment concerned the elderly.
satisfaction.
existed.

This factor may contribute .to the low

Very few elderly were satisfied with the carpeting that

Elderly peoples• comments on carpeting showed a dislike in

thickness or thinness, pattern, color and more.

Wide variation in per-

sonal preference seemed to have a big effect on the rating of floor
~-

_!..

•

-coverings.
Housing Characteristics
The Housing Standards Questionnaire was completed for ea.ch of the
seven complexes.

The 99 items dealt with the same housing character-

istics as the satisfactipn scale.

Scores were assigned by the.

researcher after an independent inspection of each complex.
~f

Basis

scoring was the extent to which the particular complex met the

standards imposed by authorities in the field of elderly housing.
Rating was on a f·ive-point scale.

One meant the s·ituation did not

exist at all, two meant the situation slightly existed, three showed
the situation existed partially, four meant the situation did exist
but not perfectly, and five showP.d that the situation · existed perfectly.
Description of Sco·rc:s for Housing Standards Questionna i r·e.

Set ·

and subset item mean scores on the Housing Standards Questionnaire are
shown in Table 4.

As the data

perfectly met the expected

indicate~

none of the seven complexes

standar~s.

When total mean set scores were calculated, the interior set scored
highest (3.87) ~nd the exierior set lowest (2.80).

There was least

Table 4
Set and Subset Mean Item Scores

by

Complex on the Housing Standards Questionnaire
Complex Numoer
4
5

Set and subset name

1

2

3

Exterior
Parking
Apartment location
Lot

3.53
2.20
3.40
5.00

2.47
3.40
1. 00
3.00

2.10
1 .40
1.00
3.50

2.00
2.80
1. 50

Interior
Space standards
Floor coverings
Temperature control
Steps
Doors
Floor plan
Telephone/buzzer

4.06
4.20
5.00
4.20

3.37
4.20
1 .80
4.20
2.63
3.17
4.50
2.25
5.00

4.32
4.20
4.20
5.00

3.22
3.80
2.20
3.40

DNA

Safety devices
Storage

3.33.
5.00
3.50
5.00
3.33
3.00

Electri cal/lighting
Out·lets/ S\'Ji tches
Lighting
l-Ji ndm·1s

4.38
2.43
4.33

Locks

3 . 71

DNA

2.10

2.28
2.60
1 ~00 ·
3.25

b-~---7

~1ean

2.28
~ 2.60
' 1 .00
3.25

2.75
2.60
2.69
3.00

2.80
2.12
1 . 99
3.50

3.93
4.80
4.60
4.20

3.87
3.84
3.53
4.31

3.43

3.41

1 .60

1 .60

2.60
4.20

2.60
4.20

DNA

DNA

DNA

. 3. 50

4.08

3.75

5,00

5.00

3.75
5.00
2.33
2. 33

3 .75
5.00
2.33
2.33

3.58
5.00
4.00
3.20
2.67
3.33

2.75
3.46
2. i4
2.66

2.75
3.46
2.14
2.66

2.85

3.53

2.66
2.57
3.33

4.13

1 .66

3.75
5.00
. 3. 75
5.00
3.66

4.33

4.33

3.08
3.50
4.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

3.40
3.77
3.00
3.44

3.73
4.69
2.29
4.22

3.51
3 . .77
2.86
3.89

4.10

3.54
4.73
3.53
4.67
2.98

3.46

2.64
3.82

~

w
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continuity in mean set scores among complexes on the exterior set.
Visual analysis of Table 4 shows that subsets floor plans, locks,
temperature control, outlets/switches, and steps, respectively, carne
closest to meeting the professional standards established for elderly
housing.

Apartment location scored the lo\'Jest on housing standards

with parking a close second.

There was some variation in the range

of scores from a .86 for lighti.ng to a 3.50 for subset lot.
Relationship Between Standards and Satisfaction
Table 5 compares the ranking of the subsets on resident satisfaction and standards.

Visual analysis indicates that some of the subsets

of the satisfaction score ranked the same or very close v;ith_ the
housing standards score.

The subsets with very similar scores were

parking, steps, telephone/buzzer, locks, safety devices,
lighting.

Subsets with the greatest

differ~nces

sto~2ge

and

between the rankings

were apartment location, floor coverings, and floor plans.
Outlets/switches ranked first with locks a close second on the
.Housing Satisfaction Questionnaire.

The Housing Standards Question-

naire sho\·Jed fl oar p1ans first and 1ocks a 1so second.

F1oar coverings

received the lo\vest subset rank on the satisfaction questionnaire
with ·apartment location ranking the lowest on standards questionnaire.
Correlat ional Analysis.

Many agencies and authorities in the

field of elder1y housing have set up standards fer housing, such as
those identified in the literature reviev1.

While these characteris-

tics are usually determined on the basis of need, no re earch has
been conducted to see if a relat i onship ex·ists between housing meeting
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Table 5

Comparison of Item Mean Satisfaction
Score with Housing Standards Score
·Satisfaction
Score

Rank

Standards
Score

Rank

Parking

2.75

14

2.12

15

Apartment Location

3.61

7

1.99

16

3.60

8

3.50

11

Space Standards

3.82

3

3.84

6

Coverings

2.38

16

3.53

9

Temperature Control

3.70

6

4.31

3

Steps

3.72

5

4.10

5

Doors

3.81

4

3#54

8

F1 oor Plan

3.59

9

4.73

1

Telephone/Buzzer

3.38

12

3.53

10

Locks

3.91

2

4.67

2

Safety Devices

3.45

11

2.98

13

Storage

3.25

13

3.46

12

Outlets/Switches

4.00

1

4.13

4

Lighting

2.72

15

2.64

14

Wi ndo\'IS

'3.49

10

3.82

Subset Name

-..

Lot

f1oo~..

7·
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criteria and the degree of satisfaction with that housing.
Subset scores on the Housing Satisfaction Questionnaire and the
Housing Standards Questionnaire were correlated to determine · their
relationship.

Analysis i·ndicates that eight of the 16 subsets had

a significant positive correlation.
negative correlations.

None of the subsets showed

Table 5 shows the significant variables and

the extent of significance.
Since on1y half of the subset scores on the two measures were
significantly relate"d, meeting Pl'"escribed building standards cannot
be viewed as the major factor in providing satisfactory housing for
the elderly.

Hhen considering level of satisfaction with one's

environment several considerations must be ntade.

As discussed in

the literature review, social as well _as psychological fact6rs
contribute to satisfaction \'Jith housing .. Therefore, the physical
environment is only one of the predictors of housing satisfaction.
While a pleasant physical environment would seem to increase
rather than decrease a person's level _of housing satisfaction,
individual preferences must be considered.

The physical features

to which elderly are accustomed may affect their satisfaction.
Unfamiliarity with such things as air

cond~tioning,

fire alarms,

smoke alarms and new types of windows may create some adjus t ment,
anxiety, and dissatisfaction even though they make the apartmen-ts
safer. and more pleasant.
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Table 6
Significant Subset Correlations Between
Housing Satisfaction and Housing Standards
Variable (subset)

Correlational Value

Probability

Parking

.263

.0226

Apartment lccatio:1

.270

.0191

lot

.534

.0001

Space standards

o281

.0146

Floor coverings

.795

.0001

Steps

o94o

.0001

~ Storage

.373

.0010

Windows

o255

.0271
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Testing the Re1ationship Between Hous_ing Satisfaction and the
Independent

V~riables

Analysis of variance was done to determine the extent of interaction between housing satisfaction and certain demographic variables.
The minimum level of probability acceptable for significance was set at
.05.

Table 7 shows a summary of the statistical findings used as a

basis for testing the hypotheses.
Hypothesis One
There is no significant relationship between housing satisfaction and length of time a resi~~nt has lived in the
hou?ing unit.
Though mean satisfaction increased as length of time in the
housing tinit increased in three of the categories, the changes were
not

~ignificant.

Therefore, the hypothesis could not be rejected.
Hypothesis

T~~o

·

There is no significant relationship between housing
satisfaction and living alone.
Since loneliness is often mentioned as a source of elderly discontent, the researcher felt that those who lived
to

be

less satisfied.

~lorie

might tend

Results indicated no significant difference

between housing satisfaction and whether or not the elderly person
lived alone so the hypothesis was not rejected.

Contrary to expecta-

tions, those living alone had a slightly higher satisfaction score.
Hypothesis Three
There i.s no significant relationship bet\veen housing
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Table 7
Analysis of Variance Summary for Relationship Between
Housing Satisfaction and Independent Variables
Independent Variable .

Length of time lived in
present unit
1-2 years
.3-5 years
..
6-10 years
10+ years
,

live alone
yes

no

Total
Item
r1ean

.896 .

.021

.48

.489

.. 06 ,~~

.42

.791

.224

5.69

.042

.42

.151

1 .32

3.22
3.10

3.07
3.25
3 . 14

friends live within
5 miles

3.15

Distance apartment is
from previous home
1-10 miles
11-25 miles
26--50 mi 1es
51+ miles

.20

Prob.

3.17
3.15

'3 .17

25 m·i1es

.027

F

3;.23
3.23
3.40

Friends wi thin walking
distance
yes
no

50 miles
100 miles-

Value

3.19

·Reason for moving into

present unit
. health
finances
convenience
·combination
other

Sum of
Squares

.020*

3.04
.746

3.23
3.28
3 015

3.16

2.88
3.11
3.18

.275 •
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Table 7 cont .
. Independent Variable

Total
Item
Mean

Type of community lived .
in most of one's life
farm
small town - up to
2,500
laroe town - 2,5002S,OOO
small city -. 25~001100,000
suburb of large city
over 100,000
central part of large .
city - over 100,000
Previous lived in apartment
yes

no

· Number of times moved in
lifetime
1-3

4-6
7+

Drive a car

yes

JiO

Sum cf
Squares

F

Value

Prob.

.384

. 2.01

.093

.151

3.76

.057

.. 44'

.646

2.05

.157

3.11
3.13

3.15
3.44
3 . 33
3.38

3.22
3.11

3.20
3.18
3.10

.090
3.19

3.10
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satisfaction and the individual •s reason for moving into
the complex.
The analysis of variance revealed that satisfaction has little
relationship to reason for moving into the housing unit.

Therefore,

the hypothesis was not rejected. ·
Hypothesis Four
There is no signtftcant relationship between housing satisfaction and having good friends within walking distance.
Hypothesis four was rejected at the .05 level of significance.
Individuals who had friends within walking distance of the complex had a
significantly higher level of satisfaction with their housing.

This

finding illustrates how socio-psychological factors may influence feelings about the physical aspects of the

environment~

It also confirms the

"importance of elderly having friends within an accessible distance.
Hypothesis Five
There is no significant relationship between housing
·satisfaction and distance from friends.
Originally the researcher felt that in addition to having friends
within walking distance of the apartment, fr·1ends within close proximity
would also increase the level . of satisfaction.

Analysis of variance

shows no significant difference between housing satisfaction and distance
from friends; therefore, the hypothesis could not be rejected.
Hypothesis Six
There is no signific~nt relat onship between housing satisfaction and cis t e;nce complex s from pre\lious dwelling.
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Analysis of variance showed no difference between distance
elderly's apartment was from the·fr previous dv1elling and housing
satisfaction; therefore, the hypothesis could not

b~

rejected.

Table 7 shows that the highest level of satisfaction occurred with

the individuals

livin~

over 50 miles from their previous home which

was contrary to expectations.
Hypothesis Seven
There is no significant relationship between housing satisfaction and type of community in · which the aged spent most
of their life in.
The highest levels of satisfaction vtere found \-lith elderly that
spent most of their life in cities and lowest scores
farms or toh'ns.

ihis finding may

ind~cate

~ere

elderly from

a greater level of adjust-

ment by e1 derly vJho 1ived most of their .1 ives on farms or small

tov~ns.

No significant difference was found between scores so the hypothesis

was not rejected.
Hypothesis-Eight
There is no significant relationship between housing satisfaction and previous experience in apartGent living.
Elderly individuals with previous apartment living experience
showed greater levels of housing satisfaction.

of the difference was not

suffici~nt

However, the

~agnitude

to reject the hypothesis.

Hypothesis Nine
There is no significant relationship between housina satisfaction and number of times moved in one•s lifetime:
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Levels of housing satisfaction decreased as the number of times

moved in one's lifetime increased.

Therefore, moving experience was

not a factor which related to housing satisfaction with

thi~

sample.

Hypothesis Ten
There is no significant relationship between housing satisfaction and having a car for travel.
Elderly's hO{)S'ing ' satisfaction increased when the individuals
~had

a car.

Maintaining independence is of great importance to elderly

and having a car would inciease their level · of independence.

Analysis

of variance did not shovt the differences to be significant so

hypothesis ten was nat rejectea.
Multiple Regression
r~ultipl~

regr"ession was used in this s}.udy to explain how much

variation of the total satisfaction score could be attributed to each
of the 16 subsets.

The researcher analyzed all 16 variables for an

explanation of 100 percent of the variability.
Results presented in Table 8 indicate that four variables explained
a significant amount of variability with each of the four variables
explaining 10 or more percent of the variability.
t~e

Subsets explaining

largest amour.t of variability ir. the satisfaction score were,

respectively, windows (32 percent), space standards (14 percent),
outlets/switches (11 percent), and steps (11 percent).

The remaining

12 subsets explained very little of the satisfaction score.
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Table 8
Variability Explained by Each of the 16 Subsets Variables
Variable
Solutionx

Variable Name

Percent
Variability

Cummu 1at i ve Per·cent
Variabilit_[

1

windows
space standards
steps
floor coverings
outlets/switches
parking
space standa.rds
apartment location
lighting
temperature control
lot ·
telephone
doors
floor coverings
outlets/switches
storage
safety devices
outlets/switches
locks
floor plan

31.633
14.182
10.552
5.125
10.747
6.533
5.672
4.054

31.633
45.815
56.367
61.492
72.239
78.772
84.444
88.497
91.836
94.323
94:592
95.052
96.270
97.378
98.351
98.990
99.000
99.514
99.714
100.000

2

3
3a
4

5
6
7

8

8

ab
gc

10
11
12
12
13d
14
15
16

3~339

2.490
0.269
0.460
1.218
1.108
0.974
0.639
0.009
0.514
0.200
0.286

x = indicates num~er of variabies used in analyzing
a = variable 4 replaced by varicble 5
b = variable ~4 replc.ced by variable 3
c = variable 5 replaced by variable 10
d = variable 14 replaced by variable 12
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Limitations to the Study
The biggest limitation of the study was that the sample was not
selected on a random basis.

Subjects observed tt!ere from a -rural area

{the largest city having a population of 25,000).
sampled contained 75 apartments or less.
be considered large.
to 10 years.

Also, the complexes

None of the complexes could

The age of the complexes sampled ranged from one

These facts limit the findings to only smaller complexes

are less than 10 years old and located in a rural community.

~which

Lindamood and Hanna -(1979 ) states that only 30 percent of all public
-housing is in communities of 50,000 or lesso
housing in
·study

\~as

1a ;~ge

Subjects from subsidized

cities could have much different res.ults if this same

repeated .

Urban low-income units tend to house a large

percentage of minority groups.

Also, many of the

be in poor al"eas of town \'l ith high

crim~

rates.

apart~ents

tend to

These factors VJoul d

seem to have the affect of lowering the level of housing satisfaction.
There were also limitations on the areas of satisfaction investigated.

To measure housing satisfaction ma.ny factors have to be

--examine d ~

i. e . physical, social and psychological as pects.

The

researcher vJas not ab1e to 1cok at -a 11 these factors so only phys i ca 1
aspects were examined for their influence on housing satisfaction.
Investigation of physical attributes was limited to general exteri6r
and interior features as well as the electrical as pects of the
apartmentG

Apart~ents

could be evaluated in more depth by examining

each room separately, i.e. kitchen, bath, bedroom and living room.

Chapter 5
SUMMARY, H1PLICATIGNS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The two-fold purpose of the study \vas to see how satisfied
elderly were with subsidized housing and to investigate the extent to
which satisfaction was related to prescribed housing standards .

The

subjects were 75 elderly individuals living in six housing complexes
in Brown County, 'So_uth Dakota .

Two questionnait"es were developed by the researcher to obtain
the data . The Housing Satisfaction Questionnaire was used to determine elderly's level of satisfaction with their present housing.

The

Housing Standards Questi onnaire measured how apartments met specified
physical criteria for el derly housing.
~was

Each of the questionnaires

subdivided into three sets and 16 subsets.
As a whole, el derly

~ere

partially satisfied with their housing.

Satisfacti on scores were highest on the subsets of outlets/swi _ches,
locks and space
three set

stand~rds

scores~

and lowest on fleer coverings,

Of the

sub jects were most satisfied with electrical/

lighting fol1cv:ed by inter·i or and exterior, respectively.
Data from the Housing Standards Questionnaire revealed that

floor

pla n s~

locks, temperature controls,

steps, respectively,

ca~e

cutlets/s~ritches,

and

closest to meeting the professional standards

established by housing authorities.

Scoring on apartment location was

lowest with parking a close second.
Data analysis revealed a relationship betwe2n housing satisfaction and

ho~sing

standar ds.

Of the total 16 subsets, significant
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positive correlations (p < .05} were found for parking, apartment
location, lot, space standards, floor coverings, steps, storage and
windows.
naires

The correlation bet\veen selected areas of the two· questionthat physical aspects of elderly subsidized housing does

impli~s

influence housi.ng Sdtisfaction.

However, as previously noted, other

factors, such as socio-psychological aspects of housing, are also
important in helping to determine elde}.. ly's

satisfact~on

\vith their

living environmen~. . Analysis of variance shO\"!td that little interaction existed between
specific demographic variables and
within walking distance of

th~

hou~ing

satisfaction.

apartment was the 0n1y

Having friends

~ndependent

ble having a significant positive relationship to satisfaction.

variaLevel

of housing satisfaction was significantly higher for those with friends
within walki.ng distance.

Findings from the multiple regression data

showed that 72 percent of the variability in the total satisfaction
score could be explained by the five variables of windows, amount of
space,

steps~

floor coverings and outlets/switches.

Recommendations for further research include examining the social
and psychological aspects of elderly environments.

Investigation of

the extent to which different types of elderly hous ·ing (nursing homes,
retirement con:munities, motels, individual homes, etc.) meet various
socio-psychological needs could be useful to elderly and others in
helping to

mak~

housing decisions.

A possibie extension of this

research \AJOU1d be comparing the different types of housin g fer elderly

to see how satisfaction levels vary and also investigating other areas
of e1der1y hcusing satisfaction.
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Several recommendations for use of the

instru~ent

should be noted.

Preferably only one person should distribute the questionnaires to
improve on the

accurac~

of the information gathered.

The interviewer

is needed to help read the questionnaire for elderly individuals that
have sight difficulties.
that might

arise ~

ments and be

rea~Y .

Also the interviewer can explain any questions

The interviewer should be careful not to make judgeto .restate the question \1/henever the need arises.
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Housing

Satisfa~tion

Questionnaire

lG

How long have you lived in this public housing unit?
1-2 years
- - 3-5
- - 5-10years
years
- - - 10+ years

2.

Are you presently living alone?

3G

What was your major reason for moving to these apartments?
- - health

- - Ye5

- - No

finan:es
- - ccr.ve;;
·j ence

~-- a combi nation of

-4~

Do

y~u

presently have good friends within walking distance?
Yes

5e

the above

other (specify)
No

Do most of your friends live within
5 miles

- - - 25 miles
-- - 50 miles
100 miles

--

6.

How far is this apartment from your previous home?
1-10 mi 1es
--11-25 miles
26-50 miles

--51+ miles
7.

V.!hat type of com.111unity did you
farm
--small town - 2,500
--large tov:n 2,600-25,000

spend most

of your adult life?

- - -_ small city 26,000-100,000

suburb of large city 100,000
part of large city 100,000

~---central
8~

Have you ever lived in an apartment before?

9.

About how many times have you moved in your life?

- - Yes

No

1-3
--4-6
7+

10.

Do you have a car which you drive?

Yes

No
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I an1 going to read you the following statements concerning the apartAfter I have read each statement, please rate
the apartment as to your satisfaction. Rate the situation as (does not
exist-0) , (very unsatisfied-1 ), (unsatisfied-2), {partiallY. satisfied3), (satisfied-4), and (very satisfied-5}.

ments in which you live.

EXTERIOR
How satisfied are you with ..... ·
i.

2o

3.

Garage- Parking
a. Distance from the apartments ·to the
garage/parking?
b. Sidewalks leading to the garage/parking?
Ce
Lighting of ~he garage/parking area at
night? .
·
d. Doors of the garage?
e. Comments
Location of apartments
a. Distance from your
b. Distance from your
c . . Distance from your
d. Distance fl~om your
e . Dista.nce from your
office? .
f. Streets (ousy)"?
g. Comments

apartment
apartment
apartment
apartment
apartr.1ent

to the hospital?

to
to
to
to

the cafe?
shopping area ?'t.
the d_rugstore?
the doctor's

INTER IOR
4:- Minimum space standards
d. Amount of space in the 1-iv ing room?
b.
Cc

d.

e.
fo

5.

6.

of space in the
Amount of space in the
Amount of space in the
.Amount of space in the
Comnents

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2
0 1 2
0 1 2
0 1 2

3
3
3
3
Q 1 ·2 3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

0 1 2 3 4 5

lot
a. Upkeep of the sidewalks?
b. Vie\... of apartments from outside?
c. The garden space?
d. Lighting of the building exterior at night?
e. Comments

ls.mount

0 1 2 3 4 5

d·i n·i ng room?
kitchen?
bedroom?
bathroom?

Floor coverings
a. Fleer coverings which are carpet?
b . Tile floor coverings?
c. Comments
Temperature control
a. A1r condition in~ . systen,.?
b. Heating system?

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5

5
5
5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
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c.
d.
e.·
f.
g.,

7.

8.

Steps
a. Lighting of the stairc~ses?
b. Staircase railing?
c. Stairs (depth)?
d~
Stairs (width)?
e. Number of stairs in apartment?
f. Floor co.v~ri n,g _
. on the staircase? g • .Comments ·

f.
g.

10.

11.,

12.

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

. 012345

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

012345

-Doors

a.
b.
c.
d.
e..

9..

Apartment being free from breezes?
Apartment maintaining the desired temperature?
Temperature control buttons (height)?
Temperature control buttons (location)?
Comments

Width of the doors?
Door handles (ease of grasping)?
Weight of the doors (ease of openir.g)?
Door fit (warped, crac ked)?
Types ()f doors on the interior of the
aoartmer.t?
Type of door leading to the exterior?
Comments

0 1 2 3 4 5
0-1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 -.4• 5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

Floor plan
a. The location of the bathroom?
b. The layout of the kitchen?
c. Location and layout of t~e bedroom?
d. Comnents

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3. 4 5

Telephone or buzzer
a. Number of telephones in apartment?
b. location of the tel~phone (rbom and height )?
c. Buzze-r
d.. Comments

0 1 2 3 4 5

Locks
a. Number of locks on doors?
b. Number of locks ~n windows?
c. Location of the locks (height)?
d. Easability of opening locks?
e. Comments
Safety devices
a. Fire extinquisher (location)?
b. Smoke detector?
c. Apartment being free from sharp objects
and corners?
d. Thermostatic controls on the water faucets?
e. Comments

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3 4
3" 4
3 4
3 4

5
5
5
5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
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13.

Storage
a. Amount of storage space/room?
b.· Accessibility of the space (easy to reach)?
c. Comments

ELECTRICAL/LIGHTING
Out1 ets/ Switches
a. Height of the electr1cal outlets?
b. Number of outlets/room?
c. Location of the o~tlets?
d. Height of the light switches?
e. Number of light switches/room?
f. location of the switches?
·
g. Comme!lts

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

l~.

15e

16.

Lighting
a. Amount of lignt/room to per~orm a very general
task (eating, T.V.)
b. Amount cf l·i ght avai 1 able to perform a
specific task (sewing, reading)?
c. Location of the light fixtures?
d. Easability of changing light bulbs?
e. Master switches at the main entrance?
fe Comments
Windows
a. Height of the windows?
b. Location of the window in the rooms?
c. Number of windows/room?
d. Shading devices and window coverings?
e. Height of the curtain and shade cord?
Screens and storm windows?
f~
g. Easability of opening the \-Jindows?
h. Comments

0 1
61
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

_Q 1

2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0

2 3 4

l
l
1
1

r-

:::>

2 3 4 5

2
2
0 1 2
0 1 2
0 1 2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

Housing Standards Questionnaire
Belo\'1 is a list of reconnnended items that should exist in housing of
Zero means situation does not apply, 1 means situation does
not exist, 2 means the situation slightly exists, 3 means ~ituation
partially exists, 4 means the situation exists almost perfectly, 5
means situation exists perfectly.
el~erly .

EXTERIOR
1.

2.

3~

Garage/Parking Lot
~Ja 1 king distance?
b. Sidewalks available?
c~
Access to garage or parking is undercover?
d. T\'lo-vray ·_
e1ectr·i ca 1 switch permitting
control fr.om inside the house?
e~
Automatically operated doors?
f. Comments

a.

Location of apartments
Within 6 blocks of
b • . Within 6 blocks of
c. Within 6 blocks of
d. Within 6 blocks of
e. Within 6 blocks of
. or doctor?
f. Comments
a~

hospit~l?

cafe?
shopping?
drugstore?
medical clinic

Lot
a. Sidewalks . kept up?
b. · Nice view from exterior (not next to
garbage, sewer)?
c. Gardens accessible?
d. Lighting around building?
e . Comments

INTERIOR
4. Minimum Space Standards
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.

5.

the
the
the
the
the

Living room
Dining room
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bathroom
Comments

140 sq. ft.?

80 sq. ft.?
50 sq. ft.?
· 120 sq. ft.?
35 sq. ft.?

Floor Coverings
a. Carpet-low pile?
b. Cushion under carpet?
c. Tile-non-slippery?
d. Tile (low gloss finish)?
e. Tile occurring only in bathroom -or kitchen?
f. Com~ents
-

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
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6.

7.

8.

Temperature Control
a. Air conditioning available?
be · Heating system (underfloor heating or
blown warm air)?
c. Temperature individually controlled?
d. Control button .(1 1 9 11 to 5'4-" above floor)?
e~ System maintains temperature levels of 680 F?
f. Comments
Steps .
a. lighted?
b. Railing on each side?
c. Depth between. 4-7"?
d. Width of· sta i rs-9!2" minimum?
e. Floor covering (non-slippery)?
f. Ramps or 1evel appr·oach to entra:1ces
of building?
g. Ramp width-4'0" minimum?
h. No steps within apartment?
io Comments

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.
i.
j.

k.
lo
m.
0

0 1 2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

Width-2'7 11 minimum?
Handle height 3!()! -3'6"?
Handle levers?
Handles (ea se of opening)?
Weatherstripping?
.
Weight of interior door-resistance not
over a 5 ft. lb. force?
Weight of exterior door-resistance not
over 9 ft. lb. force?
Door fits tight to frame to prevent drafts?
Bathroom door openable from outside?
Side-hu ng doors at entrances?
Peep ho le?
Two+ entrances?
Comnents
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

F1 oor ?1 an

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

10.

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

Doors

a.

b.

9

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

Bathroom near bedroom?
Appliances near each other in the kitchen?
Kitchen layout is either L or U shaped?
Bedroom separate from li~ing araa?
Comments

Telephone
a. One telephone/apt.?
b. Plug-ins located throughout house?
c. Location of phone?
d. Buzzer or a1a r·m?
e. Comments

0 1 2 3' 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
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~

12.

13 .

locks
On all windows?
b •. On all doors?
c. Height-accessible?
d. lock in bathroom can open from outside?
e. Comments

a.

Safety Devices
a. Fire extinguisher (accessible)?
b. Smoke detector at strategic points?
c. Non-sharp objects and corners?
d. Thermostatic controls-faucet water less
than 1050 F? .! .
.
e. Strong colors used to accent hazards?
f. Location of emergency bell?
g. Comments
Storage
Accessible (reach without risk)?
b. Minimum inside storage (1 person = 8 sq. ft.'
2 persons = 10 sq. ft.)? .
Minimum outside storage ll or 2 persons =
Co
20 sq. ft.)?
d . Comments

a.

ELECTRICAL/LIGHTING
14o Outlets/switches
a. Outlets-1'9 -3'0"?
b. Switches 8'0"-4'0"?
c. Switches by each entrance?
d. Outlets 1ocated on opposite walls?
e. Outlets in unobstructed positions?
_f. Luminous switch plates?
g. Minimum number of outlets?
Kitchen-4
Dining-1
Living-3
-Bedrooms-2
Ha 11-1
Garage-1
Storage room-1
h.. Comments
11

15.

Lighting
a. General lighting in each room?
b. Lights easy to reach (pendants, wall
brackets)?
c. - Specific lighting located in areas
Kitchen preparation center
Sitting room
Se\'ri ng room

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0

1 2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

1 2 3 4 5

2 3
2 3
2 3
2 .3

4
4
4
4

5
5

5
5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
0 1 2
0 1 2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
3 •4 5
3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
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Over bed
Over bathroom mirror
d . . Co1m1en ts
16.

Windows
a. Sill 30" or 1b\ver?
b. Shading devices available?
c. One window/room?
d. Cord-operated curtains or blinds?
e. Storm windm'is or double glazed?
f. Easability of opening windows-no
vert·i ca 1 sliding?
g . Weather-strippjng around edge?
h. Wi ndo1t1 contr·a1s- 5 1" or 1ess ?"
i " Easy access for cleaning?
j. Comnents
1

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

-5
5
5
5

5
5

0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
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Appendix. B
letter to fvtanagers
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SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
Brookings, South Dakota 57007

College of Home Economics

May 13, 1980

I am a graduate student at South Dakota State
University in Brookings. I am studying ~lderly subsidized
housing and would like to talk to some of the elderly
individuals 't>lithin your apartment complex.
If you agree, I will be making the visits the last
two weeks of May. Yo~r ~elp in informing the resident3
of my visit would be greatly appreciated. I will be
calling you within the next week to get your response.
Any questions you may have can be answered at that time.

Sincerely,

Kathleen
KZ/kb

Zoellne~
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Appendix C
Mean Scores for Each of the Items
on the Housing Satisfaction Questionnaire
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Table 9
Mean Score for each of the Items

on the Housing Satisfaction Questionnaire
Item

Mean
Score

Garage/Parking
Distance from the apartments to the garage/parking
Sidewalks leading to the garage/parking
Lighting of the g~rage/parking area at night
Doors of the garage
Location of apartments
Distance from your apar·tment
Distance from your apartment
Distance fro~ your apartment
Distance from your apartment
Distance from your apartment
Streets (busy or noisy)
Lot

to
to
to
to
to

the hospital
the cafe
shopping area·
the drugstore
the doctor S office

Upkeep of the sidewalks
View of apartments from outside
The garden space
Lighting of the building exterior

Min imum space standards
Amount of space in
Amount of space in
Amount of space in
Amount of space in
Amount of space in

the
the
the
the
the

1

~t

night

living room
dining room
kitchen
bedroom
bathroom

1 .91

1.65
1 . 71

DNA
3.56
3.68
3 .44·

3.68
3.50
3.80
3.62
3.85
3.37
3.56
3.84
3.87
3.81

3.76
3.92

Floor Coverings
Floor coverings which are carpet
Tile floor coverings

1.85
2.91

Temperature control
Air conditioning system
Heating system
Apartment being free from breezes
Apartment maintaining the desired temperature
Temperature control buttons (height)
Temperature control buttons (location)

3.91
3.65
3 .87
4.01
4.01

2.77
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Tab1e 9 contc

Item

t·1ean
Score

Steps
Lighting of the staircase
Staircase railing
Stairs (depth)
Stairs (width)
Number of stairs in apartment
Floor covering on the staircase
Doors

Width of the doors
Door handles (ease of grasping)
-Weight of doors (ease of opening)
Doer fit (warped, cracked)
Typfs of doors on the interior of the apartment
- Type of door 1eading to the exterior

3.93
3.60
4.00
4.00
3.26
3.53
4,03
3.99
3.93
3.59
3.76
3.57

Floor plan
The location of the bathroom
The layout of the kitchen
Location and layout of the bedroom

3.56
3.25
3.97

Telephone or buzzer
Number of telephones in apartment
Location of the telephone (room and height)
Buzzer

3.80
3.69
2.65

locks

of locks on doors
Number of locks on windows
Location of the locks (height)
Easability of opening locks

~umber

3.80
3.85
4.00
4.00

Safety devices
.
Fire extinguisher (location)
· Smoke detector
Apartment being free from sharp objects and corners
Thermostatic controls on the water faucets

3.39
3.31
3.89
3.23

Storaoe
· Amount of storage space per roor:~
Accessibility of the space (ease to reach)

3.36
3.15
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Table 9 cont.
Item

Mean
Score

Outlets/Switches
Height of the electrical outlets
Number of outlets per room
Location of the outlets
Height .of the light switches
Numt~r of light switches per room
Location of the switches
Liahtina
- Amount of i ·i ght- per room to perform a very
general task i.e. eating or watchin s T.V~
Amount of light available to perform a specific
task i.e. readin g or cooking
Location of the li ght fixtures
Easability of changi ng light bulbs
Master switches at the main entrance

4.01
3.97
3.95
4.03
4~03

4.03

3.23
. 3.07
3.52
3.63
DNA

Windows
·

Height of the window~
Location of the window in the room
Number of wi hdows per room
Shading dev i ces an ~ window c0verinas
Height-of the curtain and shade cord
Screens and storn wi nd ows
Easability of opening the \AJindows

3.85
3.33
3. T7
2.95
3.91
2.91
3.73

